The steel strait jacket 2 - Auto jacket

In the regional sunny views conference centre a crowd gathered around a smartly dressed woman on a podium there was a curtain around a small section of a raised stage. The event started the lights came up “My name is Susan I work in quality assurance welcome to the sunny views conference centre , Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen! Welcome to this Med Tech presentation , med tech is a completely owned subsidiary of SV industries. We are not just a pharmaceutical and insurance company. We also produce products for the portion of society that regrettable needs to be put into Managed Care that needs to have every aspect of there lives rigidly controlled for there own good.” she paused for effect - “Here today we introduce the newest line of products. For the ultimate in securing a female patient we have the Auto Jacket! It renders every other institutional restraint and straight jacket redundant by comparison. Its even better than the ACME wrapper deployable restraint system.” the audience was looking at the curtain in anticipation
Susan continued “Forget every thing you know about straight jackets leave your preconceptions at the door.” the crowd were interested on tender hooks.
            “If you have a mad woman who seriously needs to be put away, the Auto-Jacket will do the job completely, effectively, and even permanently, if so required, its perfect to produce corrective behaviour modification and ensure meek compliance.
      Yes, in terms of subduing dangerous women and rendering them helpless, the Auto-Jacket is just the thing!” 

“ we are very lucky to have Amanda as a product tester. She is usually on stage as "Amazing Amanda the magician! She is an accomplished escapologist," there was a round of applause Susan waved the crowd down “she even managed after a week to escape the impossible steel straight jacket, she has volunteered to show and challenge the Auto-Jacket’s capabilities here today. Come on out, Amanda!” The curtain rose disappearing into the rafters.

Amanda stepped onto stage she was very glamorous thick luxurious red hair flowed behind her in a tightly bound pony tail she had a fine porcelain completion that made her look like a doll. Her neck and her entire torso was covered in a shiny material that looked like sheet metal or rubber vacuumed formed over her body. Her arms were in a position that looked like a stringently tight straight jacket but the material was impossibly tight. She wore stocking with suspenders six inch red strap on heels linked with a foot long steel spreader bar and a grin that was a little two wide, there was a hint of desperation in her eyes and her make up was a little sever like she had been crying and someone had reapplied it in a hurry.
 
A projector started to show images of Amanda being put into the jacket it was a two layer affair first something that looked like a sort of normal posy straight jacket then a second layer was pulled over it and it began to tighten all by itself. Susan started to speak again “Now, look at that sleek two layered design! The base of the garment is a tight silver stainless steel thread mixed with a Kevlar weave layer over a titanium mesh with our new ultra thin memory form rubber linking the two layers together. There is an internal layer designed for patient comfort a internal skin of Kevlar and synthetic silk blended to be ph neutral. It is internal against the skin. for the best application of the restraint and this specific demonstration Amanda is naked beneath the jacket what a view if she manages to escape.”

The audience looked at the tight garment more intensely as Amanda began to fight it with renewed vigour her body twisting and contorting against the unyielding restraint. Susan continued a rye smile on her lips “The internal jacket is acting as a standard straight jacket configuration with the outer layer acting like a transport jacket. There is a one way valve pump between them that removes any air and makes the garment that much tighter, It comes with a padded lining which encircles the arms and chest, then runs down between the legs before splitting into a Y shaped strap framing the bottom. As well, the Auto-jacket comes with our Auto shackles ankle cuffs between them is a  telescoping separator bar that can be configured remotely, making it difficult for the occupant to walk, let alone run. As you can see, it looks like Amanda’s having a fun time trying to do so, aren’t you, Amanda?” Susan had a remote slowly the bar got wider and wider until Amanda was doing a painful version of the splits writhing about ineffectively struggling at the restraint.

Amanda looked at Susan and barked a response “Hardly!” There was a desperate tone to Amanda’s voice “This thing is so damned tight, and any time I get the slightest bit of slack It gets tighter! Hell this thing seems to get tighter by itself. This thing is acting like a corset when I tried it on I had a 25 inch waist as I struggled it pulled me into a 22 inch waist. the dam thing has continued to contract until I am 20 inches at the waist” she looked accusingly at Susan “are you trying to cut me in half, please turn it off. This crotch strap is so tight I am losing my mind” Susan pushed a button on the remote the crotch strap dug in further Amanda gasped a sound half of pleasure half of pain “please my fingers have gone numb I cant move a millimetre yet the pressure on my arms is getting worse my assistant measured the gap on the sleeves it was eight inches two hours ago now its six are you going to be happy when it dislocates my arms please stop it.”
      
Susan clicked the remote the spreader bar slowly returned to its previous length Amanda was able to stand up. Susan ignored her “Well, it’s good to see that you can still keep on smiling about it at least! Now, as you can see, the Auto-jacket is memory form steel reinforced rubber coated on the outside but well secured on the inside a titanium-reinforced, there are mechanisms that will tighten the internal straps if the jacket detects the slightest amount of slack, on the crotch straps waist straps or arm straps. Also the seams on the jacket have similar mechanisms and will reconfigure to become tighter, ensuring that no amount of struggling or squirming is going to allow any arm movement in-fact the jacket will clamp down until its victim can’t as Amanda is finding out now.” Amanda grunted in exertion as she continued to pull against the fiendish garment.
 
Susan continued with a smile on her lips “Amanda hear has studied magic and escape artistry, she has also signed a month long contract to demonstrate this model and after four hours into her contract wearing the jacket, she has been completely unable to even begin to free herself, in-fact you could say it has gotten progressively tighter in-fact as each hour goes bye the chances of Amanda escaping drop by 15%.according to our computer predictions.” there was a worried look on Amanda’s face. Susan continued
“ Also, the crotch- strap has a few unique properties it effectively covers, seals, and protects her lower region. Some units, Like Amanda’s, are equipped with internal punishment devices to administer corrective shocks, to the breasts and the crotch” Susan held up the remote Amanda seemed to jump out of her skin “Ouch” she glared daggers at Susan. “just giving you some encouragement to escape. There is a lining to the jacket made from our patented bio reactors in this unit take care of her wastes products, breaking down any unrequited organic matter, including sweat, turning them into the energy that the jacket needs to function, and ensuring that the jacket never needs come off, yes that’s right Amanda unless you can escape from that jacket very soon your going to be wearing it for the next month 24 hours a day.”

Amanda‘s eyes went wide as saucers and she panicked “please no let me out please have mercy”. Zap buzz. She was dropped to the floor in a tight trembling little ball. Susan smiled holding the remote “I think you need to be quiet Amanda that was setting two”  Susan continued “we have done many studies with leading professionals and the majority of them have indicated that they have a preference to have a patients’ rear passage unhindered, there is the humiliation factor as Amanda is quite aware of but  this access permit’s the doctor to have options to administer enemas, high colonic irrigation, and various other therapies that may be needed for the patient”. Amanda regained her footing she was looking silently at Susan she was not liking what she hearing.

      Susan continued “Now, we’ve had letters and comments from several industry leading physiologists and doctors about our devices, most of them want the option to be able to strictly control a patient without them taking up to much space. We will come onto that one later. they also wanted options for corrective aversion therapy and discipline. what we came up with was painful anal penetration which we will demonstrate soon;” Amanda couldn’t keep her mouth shut ”what” zap it was met with electrical correction. Susan grinned “I know Amanda you should have read the contract more thoroughly, Amanda did reveal on her initial interview that she finds this incredibly unpleasant though half the point of restraints like this is giving the doctor the ability to force a patient to do what they want them to do regardless of the patients personal feelings. Amanda was crying now “please don’t ” zap “ that was level three, shut up Amanda your opinion is not needed you signed a contract.”

Amanda was back on the floor folded into a tight little ball. Susan continued to talk as something was wheeled onto the stage. “The Auto jacket Is partnered with the Auto care centre. Some of the same technology used in our auto cot system. You see this rather heavy wheel chair with the straps at neck waist and ankle, its not just a wheel chair it is a very complex piece of medical equipment. Not only can it restrain a patient relatively comfortably it can take care of all of there needs for up to a month. There are complex monitoring sensors built into the chair that will signify if the patient has any needs. There are facilities to take care of all of a patients needs. There are automated therapy programs and stringent discipline programs built into the chair we are going to field test some of the more unpleasant features on Amanda to give her encouragement to try and escape..” Amanda didn’t like what she was hearing “please you cruel bitch let me go” Susan held out the remote zap zap zzzap sob “no” sob.

Susan helped Amanda to stand back up “The auto jacket leaves her rear open for hygiene and therapeutic reasons. Soon she is going to experience all the punishments” Susan paused “I mean corrective behavioural reinforcement therapies. As you can see the Auto care centre has a large plug specially tailored to its new resident you can guess Amanda where that’s going I think you might have the best seat in the house” it seemed that Amanda had quite a high pain threshold ”if its so grate why don’t you sit there bitch” Zap. Amanda was only held up by Susan “ Now Amanda you need to sit down you can see she is easy to handle with just one member of staff just a little push and she can hardly resist” Amanda begged in desperation tear filled eyes “please let me go please” zap. Susan told Amanda off like a naughty school girl “Amanda this is going to be your new home for most of the next month”

Susan smiled “Just a little push and gravity will do most of the work” Amanda landed on the chair her eyes went wide and she screamed “aggh ooough its so cold get it out of me” . Susan ignored her protests “don’t worry Amanda, a little while and you will get use to it. its self lubricating and relatively small when it starts just 20 cm by six.” Amanda started to babble she didn’t like what was happening to her “What’s going on I cant pull myself up off it, its moving oh god its pulling me down onto it how ugghhh!!! Its getting larger.” Susan smiled evilly “You can see ladies and gentle men that the plug on the chair acts as a rather unique restringing device once its inside an unwilling prisoner a unique motor will activate pulling the prisoner down the plug will expand and”. Amanda started to thrash about on the chair “oh god what it doing make it stop please make it stop”. Susan continued “before I was interrupted it will begin a process of cleaning out the prisoner In a rather though manner. I am sure that Amanda will feel a little tender, the plug will continue to expand the more she struggles and any time it detects any slack or if there isn’t a good enough seal. There is a tube being deployed from the plug slowly winding into Amanda’s large intestine it will begin a continual flow enema a uniquely interesting experience for Amanda the chair is plugged into a drain and mains water. This type of therapy has been designed to break resilient patients with strong wills.”

Susan had one hand under Amanda’s jaw forcing her head up “Amanda must be feeling quite embarrassed at the moment aren’t you.” Amanda was sobbing “Please its still growing shut it off anything make it stop please.” Susan kissed her on the forehead “I have no control over the machine it will stop expanding when its sure that you cant escape isn’t it funny I haven’t strapped you in yet but you cant go anywhere except sit there and enjoy your enema. This demonstration is just the first we have another two today and we plan at least two a day on average over the next month.” Amanda seemed to be shaking “no you cant be serious please let me go” Susan kissed her on the lips “stop being such a pansy you’re the big strong escape artist who can get out of anything didn’t you say.” Susan’s lips locked over Amanda’s muffling her attempts to scream,

Susan let Amanda go “Now Amanda isn’t it better” there was a rest Amanda looked relieved  “thank god its stopped growing but it hurts so much ” Susan shook her head “I think you may have spoken to soon” Amanda’s body twitched “what no Aaarrrnnngggghhhh! Oh God!! Make it ssstttoooppp!” Susan held the remote “Amanda Please describe in detail what exactly is happening and stop begging for mercy it is not happening.” on threat of more shocks Amanda complied “My stomach, its filling me with water I cant take it there’s no room its to tight it hurts please anything, the tube inside me its flowing cold then hot water I am freezing then boiling please make it stop.” Susan stoked Amanda’s hair “Don’t worry Amanda the limit on the continual flow enema is set so you cant be permanently damaged it is marvellous at keeping patients in line and you have almost no thought of escape. The water is never two hot or two cold to do any permanent damage but you will be very well behaved during your presentations wont you Amanda?” Amanda nodded her head “oh yes… yes no more please no more” .

Susan continued “Now lets properly secure Amanda to her home for the next month. You will note that the straps are made in a similar way to the jacket a flexible steel composite strap connected to a automatically tightening ratchet. Lets start with this wide strap around your neck” Susan put the strap into place pulling Amanda back in the chair “urgh dose it have to be so tight your choking me” Susan scolded her “don’t be such a baby Amanda the machine automatically tightens the straps, now one goes around your forehead it will stop you squirming so much there nice and secure. Another strap around your tightly constricted waist one above your breasts and one below your breasts aren’t they a little snug keeping you nice and restrained. Now we put one strap around your right ankle and one around your left. Straps above and below your knee’s and there you cant offer the slightest bit of resistance as the machine slowly works away on our poor helpless patient.” Amanda’s belly made a gurgling sound she looked distressed “please its to tight I can t even squirm”. susan smiled looking at the audience “as you can see despite Amanda’s best efforts she is going nowhere. The chair comes with a fully integrated line of products including ones to keep its guests nice and quiet”. Susan pushed a button on the remote.
      
She continued to speak as the machine slowly whirred into action “The auto care centre is equipped with an automated blindfold and gag that can be deployed at the touch of a button.” Amanda looked distressed and tried to turn her secured head Susan continued to describe the restraint “From the head rest you can see the blind fold pop out it wraps around the patients face over her eyes are two heavily padded sockets that completely and relatively comfortably conform to the eye sockets blocking out any light.” Amanda tried to protest but was to late Susan smiled “Before Amanda can even utter a word you can see the jaw spreader in operation before she can clamp her jaw shut the heavy duty spreader slips between her lips one rubber coated hook slips behind her upper jaw and one below her lower. Try as she might she cant resist her jaws being pried open to there limit then. the gag plug is inserted and expands pneumatically to muffle her every protest inbuilt is a feeding mechanism.” Amanda made a gargling noise then silence as the intruder inflated gagging the panicking woman.

Susan stroked her bulging cheeks “Now Amanda you do look nice and helpless there, there is just one little thing missing the chair has an automatic catheter function. For just a second the crotch strap slackens. don’t get to comfortable. there is a channel in the crotch strap the auto catheter follows it, it is quite well lubricated then there it goes its inside you and its expanding now tightly in place the strap returns to its usual tightness locking the expanded catheter inside you. Of course now you need to have a nice cleansing treatment” suddenly Amanda was struggling manically again “Mmmmmh! Mmmhh mmmhh! Eeeeeaaaggghhhh!!! ... mmm!!!! ...…” Susan smiled to the audience “A bit cold isn’t it Amanda?”

Now Amanda I think that’s the last word from you I am switching on the taser discipline options one more word out of you and you will regret it. The plug the gag and other area’s have little shock attachments resting on your helpless flesh. “we don’t want patients disturbing other people do we.”. Susan took a sip from a cup of water on the stage on the podium. She walked over to the chair and slowly wheeled it around in a circle so the audience could see every detail of it.

Susan returned the chair to its original position. Susan smiled at the audience. “Now we have another little example of the auto jacket for you Amanda has an assistant Tracy who also volunteered to spend a month touring with us demonstrating these products. She didn’t read the contract very well either.” A light came on A nurse in a very short tight dress brought a very subdued Tracy onto the stage. Tracy was completely covered in silver including a pair of really high heels Susan beamed at the audience and started talking again. “As you can see Tracy has a far more extreme version of the auto jacket the arms are behind the back pulled around her body until the tips of the sleeves meet. her waist has the wasp waist feature fully engaged she can hardly breath you can appreciate the way it arches her back putting her assets on display. There is the integrated ankle length hobble skirt that has been set drum tight it really shows off her lovely legs. The posture collar is set to maximum keeping her head immobilised and held back. She has the full face hood option with complete audio and visual isolation she cant even smell anything breathing through a compact filter. The pump gag is set to its upper limit and guarantees not a single sound. and these integrated tiptoe heels leave the jackets occupant about as helpless as possible. Also if you look at the rear you can see the cut out in the dress so she is fully accessible to all the available therapeutic options.” Tracy was pushed into the audience. Susan spoke up “Tracy is part of a hands on display for the next half hour please feel free to closely examine every aspect of the jacket as thoroughly as you like”.

Susan smiled at the nurse “Even thought Amanda and Tracy are going to be looked after by the auto care centre’s for the next month we have nurse Michelle on stand bye on loan from the sunny views asylum to make sure that they behave themselves for the next month and that all there needs are taken care of and no harm comes to them.” nurse Michelle waved to the audience. Susan grinned at her “remember our bet Michelle if either on of them gets out you spend a month in the advanced auto jacket with all the discipline features turned up to maximum.” There was a little gulp from Michelle she turned to Susan “that’s if she escapes which she wont”. Susan smile “Ladies and gentlemen that is the end of our presentation today I am sure that I will see you all again at our next press conference or product release event Tracy and Amanda are available for hands on product testing for the next hour and Michelle is able to answer any questions good bye see you later.


